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Absence seizures are transient episodes of impaired consciousness accompanied by 3–4 Hz spike–wave
discharge on electroencephalography (EEG). Human functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) studies
have demonstrated widespread cortical decreases in the blood oxygen-level dependent (BOLD) signal that
may play an important role in the pathophysiology of these seizures. Animal models could provide an opportu-
nity to investigate the fundamentalmechanisms of these changes, however they have so far failed to consistently
replicate the cortical fMRI decreases observed in human patients. This may be due to important differences
between human seizures and animal models, including a lack of cortical development in rodents or differences
in the frequencies of rodent (7–8 Hz) and human (3–4 Hz) spike–wave discharges. To examine the possible con-
tributions of these differences, we developed a ferretmodel that exhibits 3–4Hz spike–wave seizures in the pres-
ence of a sulcated cortex. Measurements of BOLD fMRI and simultaneous EEG demonstrated cortical fMRI
increases during and following spike–wave seizures in ferrets. However unlike human patients, significant
fMRI decreases were not observed. The lack of fMRI decreases was consistent across seizures of different dura-
tions, discharge frequencies, and anesthetic regimes, and using fMRI analysis models similar to human patients.
In contrast, generalized tonic–clonic seizures under the same conditions elicited sustained postictal fMRI
decreases, verifying that the lack of fMRI decreases with spike–wavewas not due to technical factors. These find-
ings demonstrate that 3–4 Hz spike–wave discharge in a sulcated animal model does not necessarily produce
fMRI decreases, leaving the mechanism for this phenomenon open for further investigation.

© 2015 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
Introduction

Absence seizures are a form of generalized epilepsy that present as
brief staring spells marked by an abrupt 3–4 Hz spike-and-wave
discharge on electroencephalography (EEG). These events can occur
up to hundreds of times per day and may disrupt normal cognitive
and psychosocial development in children (Camfield and Camfield,
2002; Crunelli and Leresche, 2002;Wirrell et al., 1996, 1997). Although
effective medical treatments are available, this is not a benign condition
because a substantial proportion of patients have persistent deficits in
attention even when seizures are not occurring, and about 30% will
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not outgrow their seizures (Camfield and Camfield, 2002; Wirrell
et al., 1997). To improve treatment of absence seizures, it is necessary
to understand the fundamental pathophysiology of associated changes
in brain networks. This effort has been greatly advanced in recent
years by simultaneous EEG–functional magnetic imaging (fMRI),
which has provided maps of brain activity changes associated with ab-
sence seizures. Interestingly, the most consistent cortical change ob-
served in these studies has been blood oxygenation level-dependent
(BOLD) fMRI decreases in widespread regions, including the default
mode network (Aghakhani et al., 2004; Archer et al., 2003; Salek‐
Haddadi et al., 2003). The fMRI decreases persist for over 20 s after sei-
zures end and do not fit the expected hemodynamic response function
for the brief EEG discharges (Bai et al., 2010; Carney et al., 2010). Thus,
although fMRI maps of brain activity in human absence seizures are
available, the most prominent and consistent cortical changes remain
unexplained.
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Because fMRI signals are only indirectly related to neuronal activity
and in some cases can be misleading (Mishra et al., 2011; Schridde
et al., 2008), it is crucial to investigate the relationship between fMRI
changes in absence seizures and underlyingneurophysiology to correct-
ly interpret BOLD fMRI mapping. Animal models have provided some
insights into these relationships. For example, direct multi-unit and
local field potential recordings in rodent models have shown that corti-
cal and thalamic fMRI increases are associated with transient increases
in neuronal action potential firing and synaptic activity during spike–
wave seizures, as expected (Mishra et al., 2011; Nersesyan et al.,
2004a, 2004b). However, animal models have yet to shed light on the
mechanism of cortical fMRI decreases that predominate in human stud-
ies. This may be because previous rodent and non-human primate
models have only inconsistently shown cortical fMRI decreases, and
they are typically minor compared to the widespread decreases
observed in humans (Brevard et al., 2006; David et al., 2008; Mishra
et al., 2013, 2011; Nersesyan et al., 2004a, 2004b; Tenney et al., 2003;
Tenney et al., 2004a, 2004b).

There are a number of possible explanations for why animal models
have so far failed to replicate the widespread cortical fMRI decreases
seen in human studies. One important factor that could influenceneuro-
nal activity and cortical fMRI signals is that the spike–wave discharge
frequency in human absence seizures is typically 3–4 Hz, whereas it is
7–8 Hz in most rodent models (Depaulis and van Luijtelaar, 2005;
Motelow and Blumenfeld, 2009; Sitnikova and van Luijtelaar, 2007).
Other interspecies differences from humans such as the lack of sulci
and gyri in rodents and marmosets, and the lack of intrinsic inhibitory
neurons in the ventroposterior thalamic nuclei of rats (Barbaresi et al.,
1986) may also play a role.

To address the potential contributions of these factors to the lack of
fMRI decreases we sought to develop a new animal model with 3–4 Hz
spike–wave seizures more closely resembling human patients. Studies
in non-lisencephalic animals such as felines (Prince and Farrell, 1969)
have been more successful in replicating the 3–4 Hz electrographic
activity observed in humans. Ferret thalamic slices have also been
shown to spontaneously generate 3–4 Hz spike-and-wave discharges
when exposed to gamma-aminobutyric acid A (GABAA) antagonists
in vitro (Blumenfeld and McCormick, 2000; Lee et al., 2005; von
Krosigk et al., 1993). We therefore decided to administer a GABAA

antagonist to ferrets in vivo to develop a new model of spike–wave
seizures that more closely resembles human patients. This approach
enabled us to investigate a number of possible contributing factors to
fMRI decreases, including typical 3–4Hzdischarges, presence of cortical
sulci and gyri, various anesthetic regimens, duration and amplitude of
seizures, comparison to larger tonic–clonic seizures, and use of model-
based and timecourse analysis methods similar to human studies.

Methods

All experimental procedures were approved by the Yale University
Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee and are in agreement
with the National Institutes of Health Guide for the Care and Use of
Laboratory Animals. Neuroimaging experiments were performed on
adult female ferrets (Mustela putorius furo) obtained from Marshall
BioResources and housed for a minimum of 3 days prior to use. EEG–
fMRI data were obtained during seizures from 17 animals, and data
were selected for analysis from 13 animals (425 g ± 70) based on
appropriate blood gas and systemic parameters in the physiological
range as described previously (Englot et al., 2008; Schridde et al.,
2008) .

Animal preparation and surgery

All animals underwent initial sedation in an induction chamber ven-
tilated with 3–4% isoflurane. Following tracheostomy and initiation of
artificial ventilation (70% N2O, 30% O2), anesthesia was continued with
either 0.5–3.0% isoflurane or intramuscular injections of ketamine/
xylazine (30/1 mg/kg). In one experiment, isoflurane was supple-
mented with intravenous injections of 2% α-chloralose solution.
Depth of anesthesia was monitored using heart rate, blood pressure,
and scalp electroencephalogram (EEG). To reducemovement artifact
during neuroimaging experiments, paralysis was induced using in-
travenous injections of D-tubocurarine chloride (0.5 mg/kg).

An intravenous femoral line was installed for anesthetic and
experimental injections. Continuous monitoring of arterial blood pres-
sure and heart rate was facilitated through cannulation of a femoral
artery. This linewas also used to collect blood samples for periodic eval-
uation with an ABL 5 blood gas analyzer (Radiometer Analytical, Lyon,
France). Physiological values (pO2, pCO2, and pH) were maintained as
in prior studies (Mishra et al., 2011; Schridde et al., 2008) through
adjustment of respiration rate and intravenous injections of sodium bi-
carbonate solution. Body temperaturewas recordedwith a digital rectal
probe and maintained at 37 °C using a warm-water heating pad.

Experimental procedures

Bench electrophysiology experiments were performed to develop
spike–wave and tonic–clonic seizure models using ferrets. These
methods were replicated during subsequent neuroimaging experi-
ments. Carbon-filament electrodes (1 mm) were installed subcuta-
neously for the measurement of scalp EEG as described previously
(Mishra et al., 2011). The electrodes were oriented in the coronal
plane over frontal and occipital regions. Electrographic signals
were acquired in differential mode, amplified (×100) and filtered
(1–30 Hz) using a Model 79D Data Recording System (Grass Instru-
ments Co., Quincy, MA). A CED Micro 1401 with Spike 2 software
(Cambridge Electronic Design, Cambridge, UK) was used to digitize
EEG data at a 1000 Hz sampling rate for later analysis.

A custom-designed plastic holder was used for head fixation at the
center of the surface coil during fMRI recordings. Each experimental ses-
sion includedmultiple seizure episodes. Seizureswere induced by intra-
venous injection of the GABAA antagonist bicuculline (0.12 mg/kg ±
0.01 for spike–wave seizures or 0.27 mg/kg ± 0.05 for tonic–clonic
seizures). All MR data were obtained on a modified 9.4 T system with
a Varian (Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA) spectrometer using a
custom-built 1H radiofrequency surface coil (5 by 3 cm coil diameter).
During fMRI recordings, the ferretwas positioned prone in a specially de-
signed plastic holder in such a manner that the modified surface coil
would be at the top of the ferret's head. Themagnetic field homogeneity
was optimized by localized shimming to yield a typical water spectrum
line-width of less than20Hz across the slices. High resolution anatomical
scans were acquired using fast spin-echo contrast multi-slice sequences
(FSEMS). For each animal 10, 15, or 20 slices were captured in the coro-
nal plane with the following parameters: repetition time (TR) = 4 s,
echo time (TE) = 20 ms, field of view (FOV) = 32 × 32 mm, matrix
size = 128 × 128, for an in-plane resolution of 500 × 500 μm and
slice thickness = 1000 or 2000 μm (no gap).

The custom surface head coil used for these experiments allowed
excellent signal/noise ratio fMRI data acquisition for the cortex
(SNR N 30) but not of deeper subcortical structures. BOLD signal
was acquired using either spin-echo echo-planar imaging (8 ani-
mals) or gradient-echo echo-planar imaging (4 animals). Functional
MRI measurements were performed with 10, 15 or 20 coronal slices
in the same plane as anatomical images, using the following param-
eters: TR= 2000ms, TE= 34ms, FOV= 32 × 32mm, 64 × 64matrix
size resulting in an in-plane resolution of 500 × 500 μm and slice
thickness = 1000 or 2000 μm (no gap). The slices were acquired
over 2000 ms, followed by a 1 or 2 s pause before the next image
onset so that EEG could readily be interpreted during data acquisition
as described previously (Mishra et al., 2011; Nersesyan et al., 2004a,
2004b); time between onset of consecutive image acquisitions was
therefore 3 or 4 s. Between 300 and 900 images were acquired per
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run, resulting in an imaging time per run that ranged from20 to 60min.
The average number of seizures for each run was 2.26 seizures ± 0.30
(SEM). Images from the first 60 s of each run were discarded from anal-
ysis. In sessions with multiple seizures per run, the average inter-ictal
time was 247.03 ± 53.9 (SEM) seconds.

EEG data analysis

In order to reduce artifacts duringMRI pulse sequences, all EEG data
were processed with a low-pass filter as described previously (Englot
et al., 2008; Nersesyan et al., 2004a, 2004b). The processed EEG traces
were used to determine onset and offset times of each seizure period.
Seizures were first classified according to morphology, with spike–
wave seizures being defined by regular spike-and-wave complexes
and tonic–clonic seizures by tonic polyspike discharges and rhythmic
polyspike and wave followed by postictal attenuation. Spike–wave sei-
zures were further classified by duration, with seizures lasting ≤30 s
classified as “short spike–wave”, and seizures N30 s classified as “long
spike–wave”. This thresholdwas chosen to include all events with a du-
ration similar to clinical absence seizures (typically 4 to 20 s long;
Crunelli and Leresche, 2002; Ebersole et al., 2014) in a single group. A
total of 18 short spike–wave, 17 long spike–wave and 35 tonic–clonic
seizures were analyzed. Seizures of indeterminate or mixed morpholo-
gy were excluded.

To investigate the periodicity of seizure activity, the sample autocor-
relation function was calculated using data sampled from the first 20 s
of each seizure (or less if the seizure duration was ≤20 s) by applying
the “autocorr” function in MATLAB 8.1 (The MathWorks, Inc., Natick,
MA). Lags of 0 to 500 ms, incrementing by 1 ms, were used. To avoid
contamination of the autocorrelation function by MRI artifact, EEGs
were first segmented into 2 s artifact-contaminated and 2 s artifact-
free windows, and the first 1 s of each artifact-free window was used
to calculate the autocorrelation function. Thus all quantitative EEG anal-
yseswere performed usingdata from the artifact-free segments. The au-
tocorrelation of these artifact-free seizure windows was averaged to
yield a within-seizure autocorrelation function. Finally, within-seizure
autocorrelation functions were averaged across seizures to yield the
within-animal autocorrelation function. As a criterion for periodicity
we next calculated the sum of the square autocorrelation values from
100ms to 500ms lag for each animal; larger values for this criterion in-
dicate more highly periodic signals and zero represents a completely
aperiodic signal. A criterion value of 5 cleanly separated the EEGs into
spike–wave and tonic–clonic seizure groups, and the fundamental oscil-
lation frequency was only obtained for the more periodic spike–wave
seizure group. Fundamental oscillation frequency was determined for
each animal by using the time of the peak autocorrelation function at
lag ≥ 100 ms and taking the reciprocal.

Functional MRI data analysis

fMRI data were processed using SPM 8 (Statistical Parametric
Mapping, Wellcome Department of Imaging Neuroscience, Functional
Imaging Laboratory, London, UK), as well as in-house software written
in MATLAB by the authors (J.E.M, W.C.C., M.W.Y). Co-registration of
images was performed across high-resolution anatomical images and
the same transformations were then applied to the corresponding func-
tional images. Slices along the anterior–posterior axis of each animal
were manually chosen to match a set of 10 coronal template anatom-
ical slices from an animal selected with high SNR. Of these 10 slices 7
were common to all data sets and were used in the final analysis.
Registration between each slice and the corresponding template
slice was then performed with a script in MATLAB using the two-
dimensional “imregister2” function, with options set to use gradient
descent optimization for a linear, intensity-based affine co-registration.

Each registration was visually verified by overlaying the registered
and template images. In four animals, field inhomogeneity artifacts
and low SNR caused anatomical images to be poorly registered by the
automated process. In these cases, images were co-registered using a
custom MATLAB script for manual linear scaling, rotation and transla-
tion of an overlaid image. After co-registration, fMRI images were spa-
tially smoothed in SPM8 using a Gaussian kernel with a full width at
half maximum of 0.25 mm. All analysis performed in SPM8 used co-
registered, smoothed images.

In order to apply the same methods employed in analysis of human
fMRI, data were analyzed using the standard general linear model
(GLM) approach in SPM8, as well as using ROI-based timecourse analy-
ses. The time series of each voxel was high-pass filtered (cutoff =
1/128 Hz). BOLD responses were related to seizures by regression
with an ideal response,whichwas obtained by convolving the canonical
hemodynamic response function (HRF) with a boxcar function equal to
the seizure duration. Because the HRF of ferrets has not been studied
extensively, we chose to use the standard canonical HRF provided by
SPM8, which has been previously used in rodents (David et al., 2008).
We considered several other variables that could potentially affect the
results but did not include them as regressors in the analysis. For exam-
ple, because center-of-mass analysis of the images did not reveal appre-
ciable movement in the paralyzed animals we did not include motion-
related regressors. Similarly heart rate, respiration and global BOLD
signal did not systematically vary over the time scales inwhich the tran-
sient seizure events occurred, so these variables were also not included
in the regression.

A standard first level, fixed-effects model was used to generate both
single-animal and group level activation maps. All t-maps were
corrected for false discovery rate (FDR) to the p b 0.05 level. Extent
threshold k was 0 voxels. The sizes of significant clusters were reported
by SPM in units of voxels k (voxel dimensions 0.5 × 0.5 × 1.0 mm). The
total number of significant voxels was calculated by summing the sizes
of all significant clusters. The percentage of significant voxels showing
decreases was calculated within animal and for the grouped fixed-
effect analyses. Due to the small sample size in the three groups
(n = 4, 6, 7 animals for short spike–wave, long spike–wave, and
tonic–clonic seizures, respectively), a more stringent random effects
analysis revealed no statistically significant BOLD responses after FDR
correction.

In order to more thoroughly investigate discharge-related fMRI in-
creases or decreases, we repeated the analysis by replacing the canoni-
cal HRF with a gamma function that peaked at 3, 5, 7, or 9 s after seizure
onset. This approach ensured that changes in BOLD signal that were
time-locked to EEG activity would be investigated across a range of he-
modynamic delays (Aghakhani et al., 2004; Bagshaw et al., 2004).
Gamma probability-distribution-functions were generated in SPM8
with the same FWHM as the positive portion of the canonical HRF.
The time-to-peak was varied for each curve as described above. All
data were re-analyzed using the same methods as before, but now
utilizing gamma functions with varied offsets. We then selected the
gamma function with the maximum percentage of voxels showing
cortical decreases, similar to prior uses of this approach for identify-
ing maximal changes in human spike–wave seizures (Aghakhani
et al., 2004).

Finally, to directly investigate the temporal evolution of fMRI chang-
es in each seizure classificationwithout assumptions of anymodel, BOLD
response timecourses were generated for several cortical regions-of-
interest (ROIs) using in-house MATLAB scripts. Polygon masks were
drawn on the template brain for each of four ROIs (frontal cortex, cingu-
late cortex, lateral cortex, andmedial posterior cortex; see Fig. 5A). BOLD
timecourses were then calculated using the coregistered data within
each ROI. Percent BOLD change was calculated for each seizure as
100 × (signal − baseline) / baseline where the signal was the average
ROI BOLD value at each time point and baseline was the average across
a 20 s preictal baseline period. BOLD timecourses for each ROI were
then averaged across seizures between −100 s to +400 s around ictal
onset. Most seizures had several minutes between them. For seizures
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that were more closely spaced, time points from the postictal periods
that overlapped the start of the next seizure were discarded. In addition,
any pre-ictal time points (−100 s to 0 s) that occurred within 20 s of a
preceding seizure end were discarded.

Average peak BOLD % change was calculated for each seizure type
based on a 20 s time period that corresponded to the maximum
response during the ictal window. The 20 s interval used for each sei-
zure type was determined based on the peak response of the averaged
timecourse data. For short spike–wave seizures, 10–30 s after ictal
onset was found to have the maximum response when all seizures
were averaged together, so that time period was used to calculate
peak response for each individual seizure. For long spike–wave 40–
60 s after onset was used, and 20–40 s after onset was used for TC sei-
zures. Unless otherwise noted, all results are reported as mean ±
SEM, and a significance threshold of p b 0.05 is used. Statistical tests
are two-tailed unless otherwise noted. Corrections formultiple compar-
isons are described when applicable.
Fig. 1. Generalized seizures induced by intravenous injections of the GABAA antagonist bicu
bicuculline determined the type of seizure induced. (A) Smaller bicuculline injections genera
Insets at higher time resolution show typical 3–4 Hz spike–wave morphology (A), or polyspike
Results

Ferret spike–wave seizure model

Building upon earlierwork demonstrating 3–4Hz spike–wave activ-
ity in ferret thalamic slices (Blumenfeld and McCormick, 2000; Kim
et al., 1997; vonKrosigk et al., 1993),we beganby attempting to recapit-
ulate this activity in an in vivo model. Small intravenous injections of
bicuculline (0.12 mg/kg ± 0.01) during initial electrophysiology exper-
iments outside the MRI scanner were found to reliably produce rhyth-
mic spike–wave firing in the cortex. These seizure events included
slow waves punctuated by spike cortical discharges at approximately
3–4 Hz (Fig. 1A, and inset). Some seizures were also observed at
5–8 Hz (Fig. 2). Ictal onset and offset were marked by an abrupt
change in EEG amplitude and frequency, with an electrographic mor-
phology that resembled the spike–wave discharges seen in human
childhood absence epilepsy (Ebersole and Pedley, 2003).
culline. Examples are shown from bench electrophysiology experiments. The dosage of
ted 3–4 Hz spike–wave discharge. (B) Larger injections produced tonic–clonic episodes.
evolving into polyspike and wave in tonic–clonic seizures (B).



Fig. 2. Spike–wave seizures during EEG–fMRI experiments. (A–D) Short spike–wave seizures (duration≤ 30 s)were observed in 4 animals, withmean duration of 18.6 s± 1.8. (E–J) Long
spike–wave seizures (duration N30 s)were seen in 6 animals, withmean duration of 104.3 s± 12.3. Each panel represents data from one animal, indicatingmean seizure duration± SEM
for that animal, anesthetic used (Iso, isoflurane; KX, ketamine/xylazine, Iso/Chlo, isoflurane-alpha-chloralose), and number of seizures (in parentheses). EEG traces show 2 s of represen-
tative spike–wave discharges from each animal. Lower traces show mean autocorrelation during all spike–wave seizures within each animal with a lag of 0 to 500 ms (see Methods for
details). Red asterisk * denote the peak autocorrelation point with lag≥ 100ms, and the corresponding peak frequency is displayed. Animals A, B, E, F, I, J had lower frequency, 2.9–4.5 Hz
discharges, while animals C, D, G, H had higher frequency, 5–8 Hz discharges.
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In contrast, higher doses of bicuculline (0.27mg/kg± 0.05) induced
EEG activity that resembled human tonic–clonic seizures (Fig. 1B).
These episodes began with a rapid onset of high-frequency tonic
polyspike discharges followed by a transition to lower-frequency,
polyspike andwave activity (Fig. 1B, insets). Post-ictal periods following
tonic–clonic seizures were marked by attenuation in signal on EEG that
often lasted several minutes.

Subsequent experiments were performed with simultaneous
recordings of EEG and fMRI (Fig. 2). The EEG morphology showed
some variation across animals, as is seen also in human patients
(Seneviratne et al., 2012), but the predominant pattern for the lower
doses of bicuculline was of generalized 3–4 Hz spike–wave (Fig. 2).
Spike–wave seizures were found to be bimodally distributed with re-
spect to duration. Consequently we divided our data into two groups
for further analysis. A total of 18 “short” spike–wave seizures oc-
curred across 4 animals, with an average seizure duration of
18.6 s ± 1.8 (mean ± SEM; range 6 to 30 s). Representative EEGs
of seizures from this group are shown in Figs. 2A–D with
corresponding autocorrelograms. A second group of “long” spike–
wave seizures included 17 episodes across 6 animals (Figs. 2E–J).
These events had an average seizure duration of 104.3 s ± 12.3
(mean± SEM; range 34 to 195 s). In most cases seizures were induced
using bicuculline in the presence of the anesthetic isoflurane, however
similar seizures were also seen in three animals where the anesthetic
ketamine/xylazine was used (Figs. 2A, E, F) and in one animal where a
combination of isoflurane and α-chloralose was used instead (Fig. 2H).

Periodicity was evaluated by autocorrelograms (see Methods)
revealing that spike–wave seizures in most animals had a fundamental
frequency of 2.9 to 4.5 Hz (Figs. 2 A, B, E, F, I, J), whereas four animals
had seizures of slightly higher frequency (Figs. 2C,D, G, H). Fundamental
frequency was not significantly different in the short spike–wave and
long spike–wave groups.

With higher doses of bicuculline, we obtained 35 tonic–clonic
seizures in 7 ferrets (Fig. 3). Compared to spike–wave episodes, tonic–
clonic seizures tended to exhibit power spectrum increases over a
broader range of frequencies (data not shown) and were less periodic.



Fig. 3. Tonic–clonic seizures during EEG–fMRI experiments. Tonic–clonic seizures were observed in 7 animals with amean duration of 40.1 s ± 7.7. As in Fig. 2, each panel represents data
from one animal, indicating mean seizure duration ± SEM for that animal, anesthetic used (Iso, isoflurane; KX, ketamine/xylazine), and number of seizures (in parentheses). EEG traces
show 2 s of representative seizure discharges from each animal. Lower traces showmean autocorrelation during tonic–clonic seizures within each animal with a lag of 0 to 500ms, which
showed substantially less periodicity than spike–wave seizures (see Methods for details).
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As a measure of periodicity, the sum of the squared autocorrelation
values (see Methods) were lower for tonic–clonic seizures (1.7 ± 0.36
mean ± SEM, N = 7, range 0.68–3.26) and did not overlap with the
higher values seen in spike–wave seizures (15.8 ± 4.8 mean ± SEM,
N = 10, range 7.2–56.1). The average tonic–clonic seizure duration
was 40.1 s ± 7.7 (mean ± SEM; range 9 to 281), which was greater
than short spike–wave seizures (p ≤ 0.001, 2-sample t-test) but less
than long spike–wave episodes (p ≤ 0.001, 2-sample t-test).

Cortical fMRI changes

Using the same conventional SPM analysis methods employed in
most human fMRI studies, we found that in all three seizure classes
the cortex exhibited almost exclusively fMRI increases (Fig. 4). This dif-
fers markedly from human spike–wave seizures, where mainly cortical
decreases have been observed (Aghakhani et al., 2004; Archer et al.,
2003; Berman et al., 2010; Gotman et al., 2005; Moeller et al., 2008;
Salek‐Haddadi et al., 2003). The lack of BOLD fMRI decreases was not
related to seizure duration, because both short (Fig. 4A) and long
spike–wave seizures (Fig. 4B) produced similar results. For comparison,
we analyzed fMRI changes in tonic–clonic seizures and also found pre-
dominantly fMRI increases with SPM analysis (Fig. 4C). After FDR cor-
rection, fMRI decreases were observed in only 0.0%, 0.3%, and 0.5% of
significant voxels for short spike–wave, long spike–wave and tonic–
clonic seizures, respectively. On a single animal level, fMRI decreases
made up an average of 0.9 ± 0.5%, 4.3 ± 3.5%, and 5.0 ± 3.0% of FDR-
corrected, significant voxels. Analysis without FDR correction at a
threshold of p b 0.05 revealed similar proportions of fMRI decreases
(data not shown).

The lack of fMRI decreases was also not related to spike–wave
frequency. When spike–wave seizures were segregated based on low
(2.9–4.5 Hz; Figs. 2A, B, E, F, I, J) and high (5–8 Hz; Figs. 2C, D, G,
H) frequencies, both groups exhibited predominately fMRI increases
(t-maps not shown), yielding decreases in 0% and 0.5% of FDR-
corrected, significant voxels, respectively.

Priorwork has shown that the timecourse of fMRI changes associated
with spike–wave seizuresmay notmatch the standardHRF,which could
lead to fMRI changes that might be missed by conventional analyses
such as SPM modeling with a single HRF (Aghakhani et al., 2004; Bai
et al., 2010; Carney et al., 2010; Moeller et al., 2008). To ensure that
fMRI decreases in spike–wave seizureswere notmissed due to an unex-
pected timing of the changes, we repeated our initial analysis and
replaced the canonical HRF with a gamma-function that peaked at 3,
5, 7, or 9 s after seizure onset. For all seizure types and peak time values,
this approach showed mainly increases in cortical BOLD signal with
only minimal cortical decreases (Supplemental Figs. S1–S4). We
selected the HRF model with maximum decreases for each seizure
type and we found that fMRI decreases were observed in only 0.06%,
0.26%, and 0.69% of significant voxels for short spike–wave (7 s gamma
HRF), long spike–wave (3 s gamma HRF) and tonic–clonic (5 s gamma
HRF) seizures, respectively.

As a final measure to understand BOLD changes during each seizure
type, we performed a regional timecourse analysis on four cortical areas
showing significant activation during ictal periods (Fig. 5A). In all four
cortical regions, smaller fMRI increases were seen during short spike–
wave seizures compared to long spike–wave seizures. Both types of sei-
zures showed a gradual return towards baseline in the postictal period
with no substantial fMRI decreases (Fig. 5B). Tonic–clonic seizures,
which had mean durations closer to short spike–wave seizures than
long (vertical dashed lines in Fig. 5B), had only slightly greater fMRI am-
plitude than short spike–wave seizures. However unlike short or long
spike–wave seizures, postictal fMRI decreases were seen in all regions



Fig. 4. Cortical fMRI increases and negligible fMRI decreases in ferret spike–wave and tonic–clonic seizures. Group analysis is shown across seizures with conventional HRF modeling in
SPM. (A) Short spike–wave seizures (18 seizures in 4 animals). (B) Long spike–wave (17 seizures in 6 animals). (C) Tonic–clonic seizures (35 seizures in 7 animals). fMRI increases
(warm colors) and decreases (cool colors) are shownwith FDR-corrected height threshold p b 0.05. Functional data are superimposed onhigh resolution anatomical images from the tem-
plate animal. Coronal slices are shown progressing from anterior (top left image) to posterior (bottom right image) at 2 mm intervals.
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following tonic–clonic seizures, which has been noted previously in
other animal models (DeSalvo et al., 2010).

A summary of peak fMRI increases and decreases in all three seizure
types is shown in Fig. 6. Significant peak fMRI increases were seen
during seizures in all four cortical ROIs for both spike–wave and
tonic–clonic seizures (Fig. 6A). Calculation of peak postictal fMRI
changes revealed no significant decreases for spike–wave seizures, but
did show significant fMRI decreases for tonic–clonic seizures (Fig. 6B).

Discussion

We found that 3–4 Hz spike–wave discharges resembling human
absence seizures elicited fMRI increases in the ferret cortex without
the late sustained decreases observed in human patients. These results
were consistent across spike–wave seizures of different durations, dif-
ferent frequencies, under several anesthesia regimens, and using both
conventional GLM analysis in SPM or ROI-based timecourses. In con-
trast, tonic–clonic seizures produced significant fMRI decreases in the
postictal period as expected. These finding suggest that 3–4 Hz spike–
wave discharges are not sufficient to produce fMRI decreases and
other considerations are necessary to explain this phenomenon.

In principle, there are a number of possible influences that could
contribute to the presence of BOLD fMRI deceases in human spike–
wave seizures but not in animalmodels. Prior to this study, the frequen-
cy of the discharges was a logical factor to explain this finding. Earlier
work investigating 3–4Hz spike–wave seizures in the feline generalized
penicillin epilepsy model has shown that each epileptiform spike is
associated with increased firing of cortical neurons lasting about
100ms or less, while thewaves produce amarked decrease or complete
silence of cortical neurons for nearly 300 ms (Avoli et al., 1983;
Kostopoulos et al., 1981). At the timescale of fMRI measurements,
which integrate the effects of neuronal activity over seconds, one
can envision that the decreases in neuronal firing during the waves
could dominate the average signal, leading to cortical fMRI decreases
in 3–4 Hz spike–wave seizures. The 7–8 Hz spike–wave seizures in
rodent models such as the WAG/Rij rat have only brief slow waves



Fig. 5. Timecourse analysis of fMRI signals in spike–wave and tonic–clonic seizures. (A) Cortical regions of interest (ROIs) used for analysis, drawn on the template brain. (B) Spike–wave
seizure fMRI timecourses show a rapid increase in activation at seizure onset followed by a gradual return towards baseline in the short (light blue trace) and long (dark blue trace) spike–
wave seizures. Tonic–clonic seizures (purple trace) show fMRI increases followed by postictal fMRI decreases. Vertical dashed lines indicate the mean duration based on EEG for each
seizure type. Mean signals ± SEM are shown. Data are from the same animals and seizures as in Fig. 4.
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lasting 120–150 ms (Depaulis and van Luijtelaar, 2005; Sitnikova and
van Luijtelaar, 2007). These discharges are associated with an increase
in the firing rate of cortical neurons averaged over the time scale of sec-
onds (Mishra et al., 2011; Nersesyan et al., 2004a, 2004b) as well as an
increase in the fMRI signal (Mishra et al., 2011; Nersesyan et al., 2004a,
2004b; Tenney et al., 2004a, 2004b). While differences in discharge
frequency might provide a reasonable explanation for the absence of
fMRI decreases in animal models, the present study demonstrates per-
sistence of this phenomenon in spite of seizures with a 3–4 Hz firing
rate and morphology similar to humans. Therefore, differences in spike–
wave discharge frequency do not explain the lack of cortical fMRI
decreases in animal models.

It is also possible that the intensity of firing during the seizure's spike
component could play a role. More intense firing during the spikes of
ferret or rodent models could lead to fMRI increases. Less neuronal
firing during the spikes in human seizures might allow the waves to
dominate and cause an overall decrease in neuronal metabolism and
fMRI signal. However, examples of both large and small amplitude
spikes (relative to the slow waves) were observed in the ferret spike–
wave discharges (see Fig. 2) withmainly fMRI increases seen in individ-
ual animals in both cases. This makes reduced spike intensity a less
likely mechanism for fMRI decreases. In addition, even if neuronal
activity were decreased on average during spike–wave seizures this
still would not explain the prolonged fMRI decreases seen in human
patients lasting over 20 s after seizure termination (Bai et al., 2010;
Carney et al., 2010; Moeller et al., 2008).

Other possible explanations for the lack of cortical fMRI decreases in
animal models will require further investigation. Although ferrets have
sulci and gyri more closely resembling humans than the rat, other dif-
ferences between these species could play a role. Seizure duration



Fig. 6. Summary of peak fMRI changes during seizures and in the postictal period. Data and
ROIs are the same as in Fig. 5. (A) Peak ictal BOLD values were calculated for each seizure
type by averaging a 20 s period around the time of maximal change (see Methods for de-
tails). Values for all seizure types and ROIswere significantly different fromzero (Student's
t-test, p b 0.001, ***). An ANOVA analysis revealed a significant difference among seizure
types (F = 10.29, p b 0.001). A post-hoc Tukey's test revealed that the ictal percentage
change of long spike–wave was significantly greater than that of short spike–wave
(p b 0.001), and of tonic–clonic seizures (p b 0.001). (B) Post-ictal BOLD changes
were calculated for each seizure type by averaging percentage BOLD change in the
time period of 380–400 s. BOLD decreases in tonic–clonic seizures were significantly
different from zero (Student's t-test, p b 0.05, *) in all ROIs except the posteriormedial cor-
tex. An ANOVA analysis revealed a significant difference among seizure types (F = 3.53,
p b 0.01). A post-hoc Tukey's test revealed that the post-ictal percent decrease of tonic–
clonic seizures was significantly greater than that of short spike–wave (p b 0.05), and of
long spike–wave seizures (p b 0.001).
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alone is unlikely to be the crucial difference, since both short and
long duration spike–wave seizures were seen in ferrets, as well as
in human spike–wave seizures. The fact that cortical fMRI decreases
were detected in the ferret model following tonic–clonic seizures
makes technical or hardware-related factors unlikely as an explanation.

Another possible factor is use of analysis methods that rely on an
assumed HRF, which could potentially miss fMRI decreases. A number
of approaches have been used previously that place less constraints on
the possible HRF (Lindquist and Wager, 2007; Lu et al., 2007). Most
human fMRI studies of spike–wave seizures have used standard HRF
modeling with a single canonical HRF. More recently it was shown
that the complex dynamics of fMRI changes in spike–wave seizures
are best revealed through more flexible approaches, including multiple
gamma functions (Aghakhani et al., 2004; Bagshaw et al., 2004), sliding
window (Moeller et al., 2010) and independent component analysis
(Masterton et al., 2013). Most direct of all, a simple measurement of
the fMRI timecourse (based on ROIs) makes no assumptions at all
about the HRF (Bai et al., 2010; Carney et al., 2010). Regardless of the
method used, the most consistent finding in human studies of cortical
fMRI changes with spike–wave has been BOLD decreases. However, de-
spite using threemethods of fMRI analysis with the ferretmodel includ-
ing a single canonical HRF, multiple gamma functions, and ROI-based
timecourses we did not observe substantial cortical fMRI decreases. It
is therefore unlikely that the analysis methods caused fMRI decreases
to be missed in the ferret model.

Differences in spontaneous versus chemically-induced seizures are
probably not the full explanation, because fMRI decreases were not ob-
served in spontaneous spike–wave seizures in the genetic rat model or
in chemically-induced spike–wave seizures in the ferret, but were seen
following chemically-induced tonic–clonic seizures in both the rat and
ferret (DeSalvo et al., 2010; Nersesyan et al., 2004a, 2004b). Neverthe-
less it remains possible that a combination of factors including species
differences and chemical induction could lead to the observed differ-
ences from spontaneous seizures in humans.

An important final difference is that most animal fMRI studies of
spike–wave have been performed under anesthesia, whereas human
studies are done in the awake state. Prior work in rodent models has
shown variable fMRI or cerebral blood flow changes depending on the
anesthetic state (David et al., 2008; Nehlig et al., 1996; Tenney et al.,
2004a, 2004b). This raises the possibility that the anesthesia used in an-
imal models may suppress a physiological response needed to produce
fMRI decreases following spike–wave seizures. We can speculate that
just as the normal transition from fixation to task blocks is associated
with a switch to heightened attention and cortical fMRI decreases in-
cluding the default mode network (Gonzalez-Castillo et al., 2012;
Gusnard and Raichle, 2001; Killory et al., 2011; Raichle et al., 2001),
the transition to restored attention following seizures could induce cor-
tical fMRI decreases by similar mechanisms. Further work will be
needed to fully investigate the possible role of anesthesia and arousal
state. For example, spike–wave seizures could be investigated in animal
models habituated to allow fully awake fMRI to beperformed, or human
patients could be studied by fMRI during spike–wave seizures occurring
in natural deep sleep.

In conclusion, we present a newmodel of generalized 3–4 Hz spike–
wave seizures that closely replicates the electrographic activity of
human absence seizures. This work represents the first neuroimaging
study of 3–4 Hz generalized seizures on a non-primate species with
well-developed sulci and gyri. To our surprise, the presence of higher
cortical development and 3–4 Hz rhythmic discharge was not sufficient
to produce the cortical BOLD fMRI decreases seen in human patients.
Future studies will be needed to elucidate the functional mechanisms
and underlying circuits involved in this phenomenon.

Supplementary data to this article can be found online at http://dx.
doi.org/10.1016/j.neuroimage.2014.12.066.
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